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Barbara and I are now well and truly settled in.

The President's Lodge has been smartly re-

decorated, and we look forward to inviting many

members of the College to join us there over the

coming years.We are hoping to create a

(relatively) green space in the courtyard, which

will be a pleasant setting for drinks during the

lighter and, hopefully, warmer half of the year, to

complement the space within the Lodge itself.

It is perhaps too soon to take stock, but there

are impressions that I can share.The first is that

everything we were told before we came about

the intellectual vibrancy of the College, and about

the welcoming atmosphere, has proved to be

true.The interaction between the (permanent)

Fellows, the Research Fellows and the graduate

students, not to mention Clare Hall's many

Visiting Fellows, Associates and Life Members,

takes many forms, but there is rarely a pause in

the making of new contacts and the exchanging

of ideas, often to novel effect.Although Clare Hall

is one of the newest Colleges, in some ways it

reminds me of the medieval ideal of (sometimes

wandering) scholars congregating and debating, in

a way that is no longer always possible in the

older Colleges. Long may this tradition continue!

The second thing that has truly impressed me is

how a tiny but dedicated staff support the Bursar,

the Senior Tutor, the Fellowship and myself to

keep the College in good order, the students

making the best possible academic progress, and

the outstanding music and art programmes

running so successfully. I hope that even more

people, both members of the College and others,

will take advantage of the superb concerts and

exhibitions which take place regularly and do so

much to enhance College life.

That said, it would be foolish to pretend that the

College is immune to the current financial

circumstances.The nominal value of the College's

endowment has, like that of all similar funds,

fallen sharply, and we must expect our income to

fall too over the year or so ahead.This makes it

even more important than it always is to husband

our resources and to seek whenever possible to

increase the long-term funds on which the future

success of the College depends. And it is vital

too that talented academics continue to be able

to join us here in Clare Hall, as Research or

Visiting Fellows or as graduate students.We are

all committed to doing all we can at our end to

make sure that this forty-year-long tradition can

continue to thrive.
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Meanwhile, the University itself celebrates its 800th Anniversary, no mean

achievement, you may feel! And of course the reputation Cambridge enjoys as

one of the world's very best universities depends substantially on the quality of

the research which it undertakes.This in turn requires that the University

continues to be able to attract outstanding scholars, both young and

established, from around the world, as well as younger women and men

embarking on their first postgraduate studies. Clare Hall is of course crucial to

all of these functions, and whether or not the College today is precisely as its

founders envisaged, they would surely be immensely proud of what it has

become.

Barbara and I, and all the members of the College, look forward to seeing many

old and new friends here in Clare Hall over the coming years.

Martin Harris

President
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At a time when the UK is facing the deepest economic

recession that it has experienced for a generation, it seems

strangely insignificant to be reporting to you on the College's

financial performance in 2007-08.The Accounts for that year

were approved by the Governing Body at the end of October

2008 and it was already plain at that time that we were

entering extremely choppy waters. From then onwards, we

have been on a journey in comparison with which whitewater

rafting would be a doddle.

The full set of accounts for last year can be accessed through

the College's website at

www.clarehall.cam.ac.uk/index.php?id=102, where I also

provide a brief overview and analysis of the figures.The two

main headlines were the net deficit of £295k (after taking

account of depreciation amounting to £300k) and the fall in

net assets of £1.9m.When the Governing Body discussed the

out-turn last Term, we noted that over the six years from 1

July 2002 to 30 June 2008, a period which included a major

drop in asset values during 2008 and a number of years

where the Income & Expenditure Account showed an overall

deficit, total recognised gains nonetheless amounted to £3.2m.

Since 1 July 2008, however, the College's investment assets

have lost a further £2m, due entirely to market losses

experienced by the income-oriented Diversified Charity Fund

and the Charities Property Fund. So far, income has held up

well, but the next two quarters are bound to see major falls

there too.

I set out below a pie chart which shows how much the

College depends on income from its Trust Funds and

endowment to support all its regular activities.

22 percent of our income, amounting to £543k in 2007-08,

came from dividends and interest. If, as we expect, this income

reduces by even as little as 10 percent this year and a further

10 percent next year, that means that we will be looking for a

combination of extra income and cost savings amounting to a

scary £100k by 2009-10.

Sadly, the impact will be felt in many parts of the College.The

Fellows of Clare Hall are all absolutely committed to

protecting the core values and ethos of the College, so that

we can continue to contribute to the University of

Cambridge and to the wider academic community from our

special position as an internationally renowned centre of

research. It is therefore particularly sad that our financial

position means that we may not be able to advertise even

one new stipendiary research fellowship for the next two

years, apart from our endowed Betty Behrens JRF. In that

context, the wonderful anonymous donation of £120,000,

reported elsewhere in this Review, gives us hope that we will

in due course be able to complete the full funding of a third

stipendiary Junior Research Fellowship in Arts and

Humanities, to get us back to the desired position of being

able to advertise one every year.

Maintaining a vibrant residential community is also expensive.

We aim to provide excellent accommodation, at reasonable

prices, and without the benefit of cross subsidies from

conference business (all our rooms and flats are available for

our own members all year round).We also spend a large

amount each year providing free or subsidised meals, because

we believe in the tangible and intangible benefits which flow

into a community which shares a common table.

Although the College will have to cut out any non-essential

projects, unless they are fully-funded, it remains true that,

whatever the financial position, we must maintain our buildings

and keep up to date with Health and Safety legislation. In that

context, I should like to pay tribute to our new Head of

Maintenance,Tim Cottage, who joined the College in February

2008. Since he arrived, he has worked tirelessly to improve the

state of the College's fabric, carrying out proper risk

assessments and introducing a site-wide scheme of Planned

Preventative Maintenance.We go into an era of retrenchment

Notes from

The Bursar

with much greater confidence than we could possibly have felt

even a year ago. One of the major projects carried out last

Term was the refurbishment of the President's Lodge for our

new Head of House and his wife.Tim worked closely with

them both and with the Cheris Evans, Domestic Bursar to

bring the house up to a good modern standard within a

carefully managed and fairly modest budget.

To end on a positive note, I can confirm that the College is

going ahead with its new building at West Court. Many of my

readers may have wondered whether this would ever happen,

and it has certainly been a very long saga.The College has at

last obtained planning permission and has removed a number

of trees and dug two flood mitigation ponds at the end of

Herschel Road in preparation for the actual construction.

Tenders have been returned and we have confirmed that the

cost is affordable, using funding that was raised during almost

the entire period of Ekhard Salje's Presidency. (This funding

has been retained in cash and so has not been affected by

recent market falls, although the level of interest achievable

has of course fallen significantly.) The new building should be

ready for occupation in summer 2010, and perhaps by then

we will be ready to welcome it as a statement of confidence

in the future which, for the moment, is so uncertain.

Joanna Womack

Joanna Womack, Bursar

Tim Cottage, Head of Maintenance and the Maintenance Team

Clare Hall 2007-2008 Income

At 6.00 pm on Saturday 24 January 2009, the first Annual

Clare Hall Boat Club 24hr Erg Event began, amid great

excitement. (An ‘erg’ is a rowing machine.) The participants,

48 of them, bravely volunteered to each erg continuously for

30 minutes over the 24 hour period.They were sponsored

by supporters from College and beyond.Alongside the

financial reward came a delicious pancake breakfast on

Sunday morning.

College President Martin Harris lent his valuable support to

the 24hr Erg by sponsoring Clare Hall's CUWBC Blues’

Boat rower Inka Borchers. He also joined in personally,

achieving an impressive erging distance of 4,294m.

The event was a resounding success.We raised just over

£1700 and achieved a total (erging) distance of 292,772m -

that's from Cambridge to Calais! Prizes were awarded to:

Ben Allen for Best Men's Distance of 7,967m,Alex Woolgar

for Best Women's Distance of 6,802m, and Nami Morris as

the event's Highest Fundraiser of £210.

The Boat Club is the largest sporting club in college, and we

are trying to establish a base level of financial stability.

With the increasing number of rowers each year, the club

aims to raise a modest £12,000 to boost its capital funds for

the purchase of much needed new boats and equipment,

and to help meet basic day-to-day running costs.The club

hopes that individual donors and organisations will, as a

result of this first fundraising initiative, be inspired to

contribute towards much needed boat and blade purchases,

a source of enduring pleasure to both club and donor.

We had tremendous support from College members and

staff, for which many thanks are extended. And

congratulations to all those participants and supporters who

helped make the 24hr Erg Event a huge success!

Arthur Tay and Julie Jupp

Clare Hall Boat Club
24hr Erg Event 

Domestic Bursar Cherie Evans

Other
Income

7%

Donations
12%

Endowment
Income
22%

Catering
22%

Rents and Charges
40%

Academic Fees
and Charges

14%
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It gives me great pleasure to update you on activities in the

Development Office.As many of you will know, in recent

years we have forged new partnerships in East Asia, with

funds successfully raised for the new ISRC building in West

Court. I am also pleased to inform you of our newly formed

partnership with King Abdulaziz University (KAU) in Saudi

Arabia, which is keen to promote the scholarship of women,

a cause which Clare Hall strongly supports.We intend to

maintain and strengthen these partnerships while adopting

new fundraising mechanisms.

Following past successes in corporate fundraising, we were

delighted to receive full funding from Lockheed Martin for

four MPhil studentships in the areas of Engineering,

Biochemistry, Biological Anthropology and Management

Science and Operations.The four recipients, who will join the

College in October 2009, will be involved in the Cambridge

Complex Systems Consortium, initiated by former President

Professor Ekhard Salje.The College is very grateful to Ekhard

and to Lockheed Martin Programme Manager Michelle

Tuveson for making these studentships possible.

Being a comparatively young and small graduate College

presents a number of fundraising challenges.The current

economic climate poses additional challenges making it

necessary to step up our fundraising efforts. In view of

this, a lot of our work in the Development Office is

currently focused on implementing the structures

necessary to embark upon more traditional routes of

fundraising.

One of our major tasks is the updating of Life Members’

details.To do this, we are joining forces with Cambridge

University’s Development Office (CUDO) and will be

sending you a full questionnaire later this year.We should

be most grateful for any relevant information you would

be willing to share with us about yourself, and we will, of

course, treat your details confidentially.

As was widely acknowledged, it was the sheer number of

regular donations, many of them small, which contributed

to the success of Barack Obama’s campaign for the US

presidency. A report compiled for the Cambridge

Colleges’ Committee had a similar finding. It is the

number of regular donations by alumni which is a crucial

long-term source of funds.With this in mind, we will be

beginning our first Annual Fund campaign this Autumn,

aimed at raising funds for various areas, in particular for

student bursaries.

I am pleased to inform you that, having recognised the

College’s ‘coming of age’, we have just launched our first

Legacy Campaign. Clare Hall has changed the academic

and personal lives of many of our members. Indeed, this is

the reason why a large number of Life Members return

year after year to renew their association with the

College.A way to both acknowledge Clare Hall’s work and

to help ensure its continuing excellence is to leave a legacy

to the College.The campaign has been designed with

much thought and we hope that you will give this appeal

your consideration. In this context, we were thrilled to

receive a number of new legacy pledges very recently,

including one from a Life Member who, in addition to her

pledge, very generously gave the College £120,000 in

support of the Humanities Research Fellowship.

Several of our Official Fellows have expressed an interest

in hosting events on behalf of the President so we

anticipate more gatherings of Life Members in every

corner of the globe. Please keep an eye on the website

for further details.

In September 2008, the College was delighted to welcome

Jessica Snow to the Development Team.As Development

Administrator, Jessica oversees the important tasks of

database management and gift administration, supports the

work begun on our Life Member webpages and is involved

with a variety of College events.A History graduate from

New Hall, Jessica enjoys hearing news of Life Members

from all over the world and is looking forward to a lively

time in the Development Office.

If you would like to find out more about how you can help

the College, or how to leave a legacy, please do not

hesitate to contact me.

Nami Morris

Email: development@clarehall.cam.ac.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 760993

Fax: +44 (0) 1223 332333

From the Development Officer
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The Tanner Lecture in October 2008 launched us into

the new term with a good debate. 'What's Left of

Culture and Society' was given by Professor Lisa Jardine

CBE who was joined by a splendid line up of

respondents.Alan Rusbridger, Morag Shiach, Joan

Bakewell, Frank Kelly and Jonathan Zittrain (on video

link) gave us all plenty to think and talk about.

We had two Alumni reunions in April 2008, in Korea and

Israel.Thanks again to Chris Boughton from CUP for his

help and support. In Israel, Ekhard and Lisa Salje received

a very warm welcome at the reunion at Beit Belga,

University of Jerusalem. Many members turned up from

all over Israel with their families.

In July we launched the Clare Hall Chinese Society with

great support and help from Chongqing Kang. In

September Liz Ramsden visited Canada for a reunion

with Life Members which helped to establish the

Canadian Society.

In September, too, the Spanish Alumni had their third

meeting at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona

with Ekhard and Lisa Salje.An introduction by Fernando

Giraldez and a short talk and farewell from the

President led to a series of short presentations by

members on their own subjects.The IV Clare Hall

Spanish Meeting will take place in early autumn 2009 and

will be attended by Martin and Barbara Harris in Bilbao.

For further information see the Clare Hall Spanish

society web page or email: CHSpain@gmail.com.

In January and February 2009, we strengthened our bonds

with Korea and Japan when the Ambassadors from both

countries honoured us with a visit to Clare Hall. His

Excellency Mr Chun Yung-woo,Ambassador of the

Republic of Korea, gave a talk on The Six Party Talks and

Inter-Korean Relations and His Excellency Mr Shin

Ebihara, Ambassador of Japan, spoke about Japanese

Diplomacy.

This year is going to be a North American year for

Clare Hall. President Martin Harris is planning to travel

to New York and Boston and then on to Toronto before

he returns.We are planning a Clare Hall reunion at the

University Club in Manhattan on 27 April and hope to

have your support.

In Toronto Martin Harris will be guest speaker at the

Oxbridge Dinner on 1st May.We very much hope our

Canadian Members in Toronto will be able to come.

Between 14 and 20 June we are planning to have a week

celebrating America at Clare Hall. If you are coming over

to see us later in the year and would like to participate

in some way please contact me.

Sir Martin will be travelling again to the US at the end of

June, to Yale, and we hope to be able with your help to

organize another Clare Hall reunion.

Dame Onora O'Neill will give the Ashby Lecture on 15

May 2009.

For the 800th anniversary of the University we are

planning an exciting programme for the 2009 Clare Hall

Alumni Weekend. Life Member Frances Spalding will be

giving a lecture: ‘Taking Nothing for Granted: John Piper’s

Approach to Architecture and the Environment’.This will

coincide with the launch of her book on the same

subject.We will also be showing an exhibition of John

Piper’s prints.We will provide the usual delicious lunch, a

tour of Clare Hall and afternoon tea as well as an early

evening concert by Research Fellow Suzana Ograjensek.

May I just remind you that if you have recently changed

your address, job or email please do not forget to

update your details which can now be done on line.

I do hope that in some way or somewhere, you will be

able to join us in our celebrations this year.

Rossella Wilson

email:alumni@clarehall.cam.ac.ukJessica Snow and Nami Morris

From the Alumni Officer

Israel Alumni Group Meeting

Join the Clare Hall Facebook group,
and reconnect with your old friends and colleagues! 

If you are already on Facebook, find us by searching
for ‘Clare Hall Life Members’ under Groups, and click
the ‘Request to Join’ tab

Rossella Wison
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What’s Left of Culture and Society?
Professor Lisa Jardine CBE

Tanner Lecture
30 October 2008

We were pleased to welcome the 2008 Tanner lecturer,

Professor Lisa Jardine CBE, Centenary Professor of

Renaissance Studies at Queen Mary, University of London,

and well known as a writer and radio broadcaster. She gave

two lectures: ‘The Process of Communication is the Process

of Community’ and ‘Communication is a Whole Social

Process’, in which she revisited the work of respected

Cambridge thinker Raymond Williams. Williams’ influential

book Culture and Society was published in 1958, but has much

to say to us still on questions of education and culture.

Taking up the topics of divisions in society, of ideas of

culture, and of widening access to education, Professor

Jardine argued optimistically for the future, not least through

the possibilities of the internet.

Raymond Williams taught us to be sceptical about

commercial productions sold to society as ‘popular culture’;

who produces and who consumes that culture, and on what

terms, are – or ought to be – important questions for us

today. Williams deeply respected the indigenous culture of

his Welsh working-class family – music making, poetry, and

so forth; this seems rather distant from much

contemporary popular culture. But, Professor Jardine

argued, one can learn from even the most unpromising

cultural products; she cited the example of Big Brother on

British television. How far Williams might have shared her

enthusiasm for the form and content of current

technologies remains an interesting question.

These stimulating lectures were followed by responses

from Dame Joan Bakewell, Professor Frank Kelly, Mr Alan

Rusbridger, Professor Morag Shiach, and Professor

Jonathan Zittrain.

A more detailed report on the lectures can be found on

the Clare Hall website.

Main picture: Writer and Broadcaster Lisa Jardine

President Martin Harris with Tanner Lecturer Lisa Jardine and respondents,

Alan Rusbridger, Joan Bakewell, Morag Shiach and Frank Kelly.
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Clare Hall is proud to be enriching the cultural life of

members of College, University and town. It is a mark of

both the quality and accessibility of music here that we

continue to attract such a varied audience.

An important part of the Music Committee’s work is to

support talented young musicians whose ambition it is to enter

the professional world of music. Recent concerts at Clare Hall

have featured several highly skilled young players, including the

violinist Alexandra Raikhlina.At the start of Michaelmas term

we were delighted to once again feature Alexandra along with

pianist James Kreiling, to perform the Welcome Concert for

our new President, Sir Martin Harris and his wife, Lady Harris.

The programme of Bach, Beethoven and Paganini beautifully

showcased her impressive virtuoso violin playing.

In addition to featuring the next generation of musical talent,

the College continues to attract professional musicians of the

highest standard. Our Intimate Engagements concert series,

launched last year with Emma Kirkby, resumed in November

2008 with a brilliant performance by widely-acclaimed

baritone Roderick Williams and pianist Iain Burnside, who is

also well-known for his regular presentations on BBC Radio

3. Roderick and Iain took the audience on a journey of

poems by Thomas Hardy, Robert Louis Stevenson and A. E.

Housman set to music, some of which was composed by

Ralph Vaughan Williams, and some by Roderick Williams

himself. Our warmest thanks go to Clare Hall Associate

Abigail Dolan for her artistic direction of this series.

2008 would not have been complete without our annual

Christmas caroling concert which is famous for its mulled

wine and mince pies. Particular thanks to student Music

Officer, Arjan Abeynaike, for organising this delightful event

and for all of his help and dedication with the College’s

music programme.

In December, we were extremely pleased to have one of

Britain’s best oboists perform at Clare Hall. John Anderson,

whose career in major symphony orchestras including the

BBC Symphony, the Philharmonia and the Royal Philharmonic

Orchestras spans over thirty years, played in perfect harmony

with violist Erin Nolan and pianist Simon Marlow.Their

programme included Schumann’s Märchenlieder, Saint-Saëns’

Oboe Sonata in D major and Two Rhapsodies for Oboe,

Viola, and Piano by Charles Martin Loeffler.

In December too, we had the first Divertimento concert of

the year featuring oud master Taiseer Elias from Israel.Taiseer

performed with great authority and informed the audience

about the oud’s history and significance in the development

of other instruments such as its western counterpart, the

lute.The New Year brought us the New Zealand Chamber

Soloists, who captivated the audience with music by the late -

and post romantic composers Rachmaninov, Shostakovich

and Babadjanian.

The College is of course extremely proud of its own

musicians. Soprano Suzana Ograjensek (Research Fellow) and

harpsichordist Dan Tidhar (Post-doctoral Associate) have

become well-known names in the Cambridge music scene. In

January they performed in Monteverdi’s Orfeo which was

staged at the ADC Theatre and, needless to say, they were

among the shining stars of the evening.Warmest thanks go to

Dan for organising the Evening of French Baroque Music in

which he performed together with the Ensemble Inégal.

As you can see, there is never a month without music at

Clare Hall! Further concerts have already been planned for

the Lent and Easter terms.These include the next two

Intimate Engagement concerts: Schubertiade on 21 March

and Intimacy with Mozart on 30 May. For more details of

these, please check our Music Website.

I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to

those Life Members who have given financial support for our

music activities.We look forward to welcoming everyone to

forthcoming concerts.

Nami Morris

Music at Clare Hall

Simon Marlow, Erin Nolan and John Anderson

Dan Tidhar

Main Picture: Baritone Roderick Williams and Pianist Iain Burnside
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Since autumn 2008, the walls of Clare Hall have again been

adorned with a group of diverse exhibitions.These provide

not only aesthetic pleasure, but also offer mental

stimulation and discussion. Most exhibitions offer the

opportunity for College Members and visitors to purchase

works of art at modest prices.Who knows by how much

the value of works by currently little-known artists might

climb in the years to come as their reputation soars?

The first exhibition in this period was not, in fact, a selling

one (much to the regret of many visitors). Birkin Haward

was a prolific architect who, when young, worked for the

famous modernist firm of Eric Mendelsohn and Serge

Chermayeff. For pleasure, he drew and painted Norfolk

landscapes, mainly during the 1950s, 60s and 70s. He died

in 2002, but his son loaned his father's works for an

exhibition evocative of such artists as Paul Nash and Eric

Ravilious.The representational watercolours of Haward

were followed by the more abstract oils of Rhonda

Whitehead, the works indicating patterns of weathering

and erosion in buildings as their walls decay.We are very

fortunate that Clare Sinclair curates an annual glass

exhibition, which this year was the work of David Mitchell.

He is a Cambridge artist who recently established a shop

in Magdalene Street to sell his and other local artists’

output.The work he exhibited at Clare Hall was mounted

like paintings, most of them subtly diffracting and reflecting

light through ordered patterns of glass to produce

unexpected colours.

Noel Myles is a photographer who makes his photographs

from dozens or hundreds of individual negatives or prints

over an extended period of time with the aim of breaking

away from the single moment and static viewpoint to

create an image of accumulated experience. Two other

photographic exhibitions followed.There is a highly active

School of Art in Cambridge at Anglia Ruskin University and

Will Hill is senior lecturer in graphic design there. His

show consisted of large format digital collages of images of

street lettering and environmental typography of local

provenance.A closer relationship might be developed

between Anglia Ruskin and Clare Hall concerning art

exhibitions. ‘Representing Climate Change’, promoted by

Clare Hall PhD student Ben Morris, was shown at the

same time in the common room, tying in with a CRASSH

project.The photographs were divided into categories:

‘Margins’, ‘Dwelling’, ‘Impacts’ and ‘Futures’, and they related

directly or obliquely to global warming issues.

Katherine Cooper is a Cambridge PhD student in

archaeology who trained at art college in Sweden, in 2006-

07 living next to the archipelago on which Stockholm

stands. Her paintings were of bleak, icy scenes, and they

proved highly popular with visitors. In the next exhibition,

Francesca Wilkinson Shaw displayed her large, complex

abstract paintings. She explains that her work presents two

main themes: windows and views of layers; and the bringing

of randomness under control. Some of the paintings

incorporate handwriting ‘to create tone and to keep a

personal relationship with the surface of the canvas’, as she

puts it.The art committee is grateful to the artists for co-

operating in the showing of their work and for generously

donating a piece to the growing Clare Hall Art Collection.

Robert Anderson

Chair,Art Committee

Clare Hall Cambridge

Art News

Photography by Noel Myles Painting by Francesca Wilkinson Shaw Glass by David Mitchell Visitors at the Wilkinson Shaw Exhibition
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Ian Kerr 

Brien Key

Donald W King 

Andrew Klein 

Sheldon and Carol W Klein 

Daniel Kleinman 

Karen Klomparens

Scott Kroeker 

Joseph Kubis 

Gerald Lazarus 

David Lea and Staci Richard

Janny Leung 

Fred Levy 

James C Livingston 

Gerald Lock 

Margaret Mackenzie

David Major and Patricia Hart

Barrie Marmion 

Eugene McCarthy 

Michael McVaugh 

Sathy Naidu 

Lawrence Neinstein 

Carole Newlands

Carl Olson 

Linda Peterson 

Duncan Porter 

Peter E Quint 

Nancy Ramage 

Eva-Maria Remberger 

George Rogers 

Antonio Romano 

Jonathan Rose

Edmund Russell

Duke and Patty Ryan

David and Eleanor Sacks 

Ekhard and Lisa Salje 

The Estate of Sir Nicholas Shackleton

Daniel Shea

Robert Socolow

Mary B and Eugene R Speer 

Katherine Spielmann 

Fred Staub

Ellen Thomas

Moshe Vardi 

Joseph Vining 

Burton Visotzky 

Linda Voigts

Christopher Watters 

Thompson Webb III

Guy Welbon

Rhodri Windsor-Liscombe 

James Wiseman

Joanna and Michael Womack 

John and Norma Wood

JunJie Wu 

Carl Wunsch 

Cambridge University Press

Hanyang University

Konkuk University

The Kresge Foundation (matching donation)

Macau University

Lockheed Martin UK

Seoul National University

The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

(matching donation)

The College thanks everyone who supported the

Christmas Appeal to help victims of the

earthquake in China.Together we raised  £2500.

List of Donors
With deep appreciation Clare Hall recognises the following individuals for their generosity during the period

1 July 2008 - 28 February 2009.

The College is also very grateful to all donors who wished to remain anonymous.We hope that the list is

accurate, but if we have failed to mention your gift we apologise sincerely. Please let us have details, so that

our records are complete.

Studentships in
Complexity Studies
awarded by Lockheed
Martin UK
Clare Hall was awarded four fully funded MPhil studentships

in Complexity Studies for the upcoming academic year from

Lockheed Martin UK. This was made possible through

coordinated efforts by Clare Hall Associate and Lockheed

Martin Programme Manager, Michelle Tuveson, and Professor

Ekhard Salje, former President of Clare Hall and Head of the

Cambridge University Department of Earth Sciences.

These studentships are a direct result of the jointly

established Cambridge Complex Systems (CCS)

Consortium’s activities.This multi-disciplinary team of

Cambridge-based academic and industry leaders was

launched in October 2008 as an innovative systems approach

to studying complexity across multi-dimensional domains.

The consortium aims to study the science around Complex

Systems by determining good frameworks, optimisation

strategies, and prioritisation schemes for topics that span

across traditional disciplines.

The studentships will be distributed to the Departments of

Biochemistry,Anthropology, Management Science and

Operations, and Physics.

Clare Hall Associate Michelle Tuveson, Programme Manager at

Lockheed Martin UK , with Professor Ekhard Salje (President

2001-08).
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Success, as they say, breeds success.After a great 2007-08

season, Clare Hall Boat Club has enjoyed another

auspicious start to its rowing calendar. Once more the

club has attracted many new recruits, both novice and

experienced rowers, coming from all the membership of

the College, from students to fellows, staff members and

partners.

New members of the club have already demonstrated

both their enthusiasm for the sport and their sense of fun.

Their progress and achievements throughout the

Michaelmas term were impressive, with high race entry

levels and ambitious training programmes. New members

have benefited not only from the Boat Club's rowing

resources but also from a variety of social occasions with

senior members.

The vitality of the Boat Club continues, with the Men's

and Women's crews successfully participating in most of

the major rowing events both on and off the Cam,

including the Queens´ Ergs, Emma Sprints, Clare Novice

Regatta, Fairbairn Cup, and the Christmas Head.Various

´wins´ were achieved by the crews at both club and

personal levels.

Continued support from the club's past members has also

been inspiring. Life Members Janny Leung, Gillian Wu and

Arian Burke have maintained their commitment to the

club via generous financial contributions and regular

written encouragement.With these alumni contributions

and ongoing Clare Hall rowing victories, there is a

growing body of interest in actively supporting the Boat

Club.We have launched a variety of fundraising initiatives,

including a successful 24hr Erg Event (see separate

article), a corporate sponsorship drive, and the new

Friends of Clare Hall Boat Club for alumni to keep in

touch.All alumni are encouraged to contact Clare Hall’s

development office by sending an email to

alumni@clarehall.cam.ac.uk.

These fundraising activities are tremendously encouraging

to Clare Hall's current rowers and the club extends its

thanks to all who are taking part.

If you are not yet involved, please do join the Boat Club at

one of its events, whether be it on the water as a rower,

cycling along the bank as a supporter, or at one of the club's

social events - the Clare Hall Boat Club welcomes you!

Alternatively, please encourage your family and friends to

participate and mention our fundraising efforts to anyone

who might be interested in supporting the Clare Hall

Boat Club.

Julie Jupp, CHBC President

Rowing News

Clare Hall Cambridge

Men’s Rowing Team
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News of Members
Samuel. K. B.Asante (Visiting Fellow

1978) has received a Ghana National

Award, Officer of the Order of the Volta, for

his contribution to public service in Ghana.

Andrew Blake (Professorial Fellow) has

been awarded the Mountbatten Gold

Medal of the Institution of Engineering and

Technology. He has also been appointed

Honorary Professsor of Machine

Intelligence at the University of Cambridge,

and has been elected Fellow of the Institute

of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

James Candy (Visiting Fellow 2005-06)

has published Bayesian Signal Processing

(2009).

Mary Ann Caws (Visiting Fellow 1986-87)

has published Salvador Dali: Critical Lives

(2008).

Greg Clingham (Graduate Student 1978-

86) has co-edited Samuel Johnson After 300

Years (2009) and Sustaining Literature: Essays

on Literature, History and Culture 1500-1800

(2007).

Congratulations to Maria and Jonathan

Cullen (Graduate Student) on the birth of

Mabel in December 2008.

Helen D’Arceuil (Graduate Student 1988-

93) has co-authored articles in

Developmental Neuroscience (2008) and

Journal of Neuroscience Methods (2008).

Kevin Davis (Visiting Fellow 2002) has

been appointed the inaugural Beller Family

Professor of Business Law at New York

University School of Law.

Marysa Demoor (Visiting Fellow 2000)

has co-edited the Dictionary of Nineteenth-

Century Journalism (2008).

Mark Dickens (Graduate Student 2004-

08) has been awarded an Honorable

Mention in the Malcolm H. Kerr

Dissertation Awards in Middle Eastern

Studies.

Bruce Eastwood (Visiting Fellow 1989)

has retired as Professor of the History of

Science at the University of Kentucky.

Lindsay Falvey (Visiting Fellow 2005) has

been awarded an Honorary Doctorate by

Thaksin University,Thailand.

Gillian Fenwick (Visiting Fellow 2000-01)

has published Traveling Genius:The Writing Life

of Jan Morris (2008).

Raphael Foshay (Visiting Fellow 1998) has

published ‘Mimesis in the Republic: Dialectic

and Poetics’, International Journal of the

Humanities (2007).

Jesper Gulddal (Post-Doctoral Associate)

has been awarded the Young Elite

Researcher Prize along with a large research

grant by the Danish Independent Research

Council.

Richard Hays (Visiting Fellow 2008) has

co-edited Seeking the Identity of Jesus:A

Pilgrimage (2008). Richard was honoured

with a Festschrift, The Word Leaps the Gap:

Essays on Scripture and Theology in Honor of

Richard B. Hays (2008).

Marika Hedin (Visiting Fellow 2005-06)

has been appointed Director of the Vasa

Museum, devoted to the 1628 warship

Vasa, in Stockholm.

Richard Hill (Visiting Fellow 1996-97)

has been appointed a Member of the

Waitangi Tribunal, the New Zealand

commission of enquiry on Maori

grievances against the Crown under the

Treaty of Waitangi of 1840.

Howell Jackson (Visiting Fellow 1998-

99) has been appointed Acting Dean of

Harvard Law School.

The American Association of Physics

Teachers has created a J. D. Jackson

Excellence in Graduate Education Award,

in honour of John Jackson 

(Visiting Fellow 1970).

Julie Jupp (Post-Doctoral Associate) has

been appointed Assistant Director of the

IDBE Masters Programme in the

Departments of Architecture and

Engineering, University of Cambridge.

Devindra Kohli (Visiting Fellow 1996)

has co-edited Contemporary Indian Short

Stories (2006) and Anita Desai: Critical

Perspectives (2008).

F. O. Lee (Visiting Fellow 2000) has been

appointed Professor in the School of

Management, New York University,

Amman Campus, Jordan.

Congratulations to Tom Lundskaer-

Nielson (Visiting Fellow 1988-89) on the

birth of granddaughter Freya in October

2008.

Harro Maas (Visiting Fellow 2002) was

awarded the Joseph J. Spengler best book

prize of the History of Science Society for

William Stanley Jevons and the Making of

Modern Economics (2005).

Richard Hays

Marika Hedin
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Clare Hall Cambridge

Brian Pippard, President of Clare Hall from 1966 to 1973, died on

21 September 2008 at the age of 88.

In January 1964, Brian was a supportive member of the Clare

College Governing Body when they decided to found Clare

Hall, and he expressed his delighted surprise 18 months later

when he was invited to be the first President.This was just in

time for the drawings by the architect, Ralph Erskine, to be

modified so that the President's House could accommodate

Brian's grand piano.

In the summer of 1969, he moved into Clare Hall with

Charlotte and their three daughters, and from then until the

end of his seven-year tenure, they made a long-lasting

contribution to its family-friendly atmosphere and to the

success of the College.After retiring from the Presidency,

Brian became a Professorial Fellow and continued to be an

active member of the College.

As the first President, Brian had a key role in the early

appointments of the College staff, notably the redoubtable

Françoise, whose culinary efforts and personality made meals

in Clare Hall such memorable occasions. Brian viewed College

policy and management as a collective enterprise and

encouraged informality and flexibility in decision-making so

that new ideas could be tried out and discarded if they did not

attract support. Brian's personal contribution to the social

environment of Clare Hall often enlivened the gatherings after

the formal dinners, though he claimed to have no recollection

of the occasion when he and Marie Singer, Research Fellow

and grand-daughter of an American slave, delighted the

assembled gathering after dinner with a lively display of jive,

supported by jazz on the piano in the dining room.

Brian grew up in Bristol, and at Clifton College considered a

career in music as his piano playing was of concert standard.

However, he entered Clare College in 1938 to read natural

sciences, first studying chemistry then physics, which led him to

war work on the development of a radar device for tracking

mortar shells. He returned to Cambridge as a research student

in 1945. His wartime work had made him familiar with

microwave technology, and this led him to study the skin effect

in which microwave fields are confined to a thin surface layer in

metals. He used it to explore the phenomenon of

superconductivity in which some metals lose all electrical

resistance at low temperatures. His always beautiful and

economical experiments led him to champion the idea of a

superconducting coherence length, the characteristic range

over which the superconducting condensation interacts with

itself, and this development in turn helped lay foundations for

the theory of superconductivity proposed by Bardeen, Cooper

and Schrieffer, which subsequently earned a Nobel Prize.

Brian's research also led to an understanding of the

anomalous skin effect in normal metals, which arises when the

mean free path of electrons exceeds the microwave skin

depth, and he famously used his understanding of this

phenomenon to deduce for the first time an experimental

Fermi surface, that of copper. (The Fermi surface is the

boundary in momentum space within which the conduction

electrons of a metal reside, whose geometry determines many

of its important properties.)  His research had an impact

worldwide on research into conductivity and other transport

properties in metals and during the 1950s led to many of the

best research students in the Cavendish choosing to work in

the Royal Society Mond Laboratory, where Brian was a leading

member.

In 1962, Brian Pippard's research student Brian Josephson,

while completing his work for an experimental PhD, proposed

a theory of quantum tunnelling between superconductors,

which subsequently gained him a Nobel Prize (in 1973). Brian

did not initially accept Josephson's idea, but after he had been

persuaded of its validity he worked enthusiastically on further

aspects of the Josephson effect.

In 1947, Brian became a demonstrator in the Cavendish

Laboratory and a Fellow of Clare College. He was a Lecturer,

a Reader and then Professor of physics, and during the 1960s

he took a leading role in the design of the new buildings for

the Cavendish Laboratory in West Cambridge. It could not be

described as an elegant building but its wide corridors and

lightness made it a pleasant place to work. In 1971, he

succeeded Neville Mott as Cavendish Professor and Head of

the Physics Department. He continued the Cavendish tradition

of supporting new initiatives by research groups, including

Richard Eden’s development of interdisciplinary energy

studies.

Brian took early retirement in 1982, but he remained

productive in writing about physics and in supporting research

in the Cavendish Laboratory. He was the author of several

major physics textbooks, and was co-author of the three-

volume Encyclopaedia of Twentieth Century Physics. He was

President of the Institute of Physics from 1974 to 1976 and

won several prizes, including the Hughes Medal of the Royal

Society of which he was elected a Fellow in 1956.

Brian was knighted in 1974 and became an Honorary Fellow

of Clare Hall in 1992. He is survived by his wife Charlotte and

their daughters Corinna, Deborah and Eleanor.

Richard Eden and John Waldram

In Memoriam 

Brian Pippard, 1920-2008
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News of Members
Brothers John Major (Visiting Fellow 1981-

82) and David Major (Visiting Fellow 1985)

have won the US National Huguenot

Society 2008 Book Award for A Huguenot on

the Hackensack: David Demarest and His

Legacy (2007). John has also co-authored

The Huainanzi:A Guide to the Theory and

Practice of Government in Early Han China

(2009).

Ben Morris (Graduate Student) has been

awarded a Dissertation Fellowship by the

Department of Archaeology, Cambridge,

2009-10.

Ayesha Nathoo (Research Fellow) has

published Hearts Exposed:Transplants and the

Media in 1960s Britain (2009).

David Rooney (Resident Associate 1986-88)

has co-authored In Love and War:The Lives of

General Sir Harry and Lady Smith (2008).

Martin Rudwick (Visiting Fellow 1994-95)

has been elected a Fellow of the British

Academy.

Javier Sebastian (Visiting Fellow 2008) has

co-edited Diccionario politico y social del siglo

XX espanol (2008).

Harry Shaw (Visiting Fellow 1989-90) has

co-authored Reading the Nineteenth-Century

Novel:Austen to Eliot (2008).

Stella Souvatzi (Graduate Student 1993-

2000) has published A Social Archeology of

Households in Neolithic Greece:An Anthropological

Approach (2008).

Congratulations to Eirini Tsianaka

(Graduate Student 2002-06) and Ioannis

Chatzigeorgiou (Graduate Student 2003-

04), who met at Clare Hall, on their marriage

in September 2008.

Ineke van't Spijker (Visiting Fellow 2000-

01) has edited The Multiple Meaning of

Scripture:The Role of Exegesis in Early Christian

and Medieval Culture (2009).

Heather Whitney and Matthias Kolle

(Graduate Student) are among the co-

authors of an article on Floral Iridescence

in the journal Science (January 2009).

Adam Wilkins (Associate 1983-88) has

been awarded a Fellowship at the

Stellenbosch Institute of Advanced Studies

for 2010-12.

Sarah Wright (Graduate Student 1992-98;

Visiting Fellow 2002) has published Tales of

Seduction:The Figure of Don Juan in Spanish

Culture (2007).And congratulations to Sarah

on the birth of Ines in October 2008.

Michael Jun Xu (Graduate Student) was

selected as a 2008 IELTS ‘Overseas Study

Star’ by the British Council in China.

In Memoriam
We are sad to announce the following

deaths:

Fakhri Bazzaz (Visiting Fellow 1981), Iraqi

biologist, died in 2008 at the age of 75.

Valerie Flint (Visiting Fellow 1990-91),

medieval historian, died in England in

January 2009, aged 72.

Gretha Kershaw (former Associate),

anthropologist, died in California in

January 2008.

Ebbe Wang Langer (Associate 1971)

died in Denmark in 2008.

Giorgio Melchiori (Visiting Fellow 1981),

literary scholar, died in 2009.

Juha Pietikainen (Associate 1982-83)

died in Finland in MayEirini Tsianaka and Ioannis Chatzigeorgiou

Sarah Wright’s baby Ines

save
the date
8 May
Art Exhibition opens:
Michael Zyw, paintings

13 May
Whitsun Feast

15 May, 6.00 pm
Ashby Lecture: Onora O’Neill

22 May, 5.00 pm
Clare Hall Publications Party

30 May, 7.30 pm
Intimate Engagements, Chamber Music:
Mozart

10-13 June
May Bumps

14-20 June
American Celebrations at Clare Hall

28 June, 8.00 pm
Divertimento: North Indian Dance

3 July
Art Exhibition opens:
Transient Boundaries:
Six contemporary fine artists working
with glass

26 September
Alumni Weekend

16 October
Art Exhibition opens:
Julia Hedgecoe: photographs

10,11,12 November
Tanner Lecture : Christopher Frayling 

Sometimes dates have to change,
so please do check on the college
website for latest information.
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